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                         by 
                       Yoshiro TomiTA
               Professor of Geography, TohokuUniversity,  Sendai, Japan. 
              I. General Features of Geomorphology. 
   The Chaochou  (Vii) fault which limits with its precipitous carps, the western 
margin of the southern part of the backbone range of the Taiwan Mountain 
System from the Pingtung  (W*.) Plain measures 65 km from north to south, that 
is to say, from the valley opening of the Laonung  (X4) River to the coast near 
Fangliao  (tbV), forming a particularly straight piedmont line. This fault may 
be assumed to run farther toward the south along the west coast of the 
Hengchung (t.iit) Peninsula, either bending a little to the east or forming another 
fault system running parallel with it. On the peninsula it begins at Fangshan 
 (M11), passes Fengchiang  (14M) and  reaches to  Haikou  ( o) where the Hengchung 
fault starts which brought about the Maopitou  (SRA) Tilted Block sloping 
to the east, on the west, and is considered to run into the sea at  Tafanlieh 
 (M04). The northward prolongation of the fault, contrarily, may be attributed 
to the valley of the Laonung River which is admitted as a fault-line valley, or at 
least an eroded fault valley. (Fig. 1) 
   The precipitous scarps of the Chaochou fault  bound the west edges of the 
subdivided ridges in the south of the backbone range from the east of the Pingtung 
Plain. The relative height of the fault scarps to the Pingtung Plain, on the north, 
is 1,000 m to 600 m, while, on the south, it gets lower from 500 m to 300 m. The 
structure of this fault can be observed throughout the valley of the Laonung 
River. About the westward side of the valley mouth, the  Hsinliao  (VA) 
Terraces (The Middle terrace LT-Plane on the south and the Lower Terrace  FT-
Plane" on the north) are broadly distributed and fringe the hills of the Luikuei 
 (-AA)  Conglomerates" (Neogene Tertiary) on the west. The east side of the
(1) 
(2)
The writer : On the correlation of the topographical planes in  Taiwan,  ( Japanese), 
Report of Japanese Association for the Advancement of Science, Vol. 13,  No. 3, 
 pp.  395-399,  1939.  
 Torii,  K.  :  Report of Geological Survey of the  Cliichan  (  W) Oil Field,  'Kaohsiung 
 Pref, (with Geological  maps),  Bureau of  Productive Industries,  Government-General 
of Taiwan, 1933, p. 18.
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The  Pingtung Plain 
Chaochou Fault
and the
Laonung River is composed of the 
Upper Slate Formation (The "Ho-
ri" Formation, Palaeogene Ter-
tiary). The Luikuei Conglomerates 
accompanying underlain Neogene 
Tertiary, are in contact with the 
Upper Slate Formation by the 
Tulungwan  (±-Cg)  Fault" which 
shows that theLaonungRiver course 
is a dissected fault valley. At the 
valley mouth, the Luikuei Conglo-
merates are horizontal on the 
west,  but they gradually  increase 
their dip toward the west on the 
east, intervening alluvium of the 
Laonung valley and facing to the 
Upper Slate Formation on the 
other side. So the Tulungwan Fault 
is suggested as a reverse fault 
which was pushed by the eastern 
mass. And the contact zone of the 
Upper Slate Formation is observed 
to be a shattered zone caused by 
the faulting. 
   The Chaochou Fault is, without 
 doubt: the southern continuation 
of the  Tulungwan Fault and its 
western wing sinks beneath the 
alluvium on the Pingtung Plain. 
The fault scarps are partly dissected 
by a number of consequent streams 
which are originated from the 
eastern backbone ranges and pour 
 themselves into the Pingtung Plain; 
these streams are enumerated from 
the north as  follows  : the Chokou 
River  (N  rig), and  the Kausha 
 River of the Hsiatanshui  River 
 (-1,ik71(g) System, the  Ailiao River 
 (Livt of the  Tungchiang  River
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 (*la) System, the Kuwarusu River and the  T.ikiliki River of the Linpien River 
 (W2i) System and the Subon River  (*--LM). At each opening of  these con-
sequent valleys to the plain, a fan is or was formed by the  respective stream. 
Though the  formation of a fan under a fault scarp is not an uncommon fact at all, 
yet it seems to the writer that the fans under the Chaochou fault scarp are likely 
to have a characteristic feature in their arrangement in relation to the fault 
 movement. The writer intends to deal with the relation between the arrange-
ment of the fans and the movement of the Chaochou Fault in the proceeding 
chapters. 
   This work was done while he was at the Taihoku University. At that time 
a greater part of the Pingtung Plain was a fortified zone under the Japanese  army, 
and the topographical measurements or photographing were strictly prohibited 
there, so  that the writer's field observations which were carried out during the 
war-time, confronted various difficulties. As a matter of course, some obscurities 
might be inevitable in his observation. 
 II, Arrangement of Fans under the Chaochou Fault Scarps. 
   The fans under the Chaochou fault scarps are able to be classified into four 
types by the period of their formation in accordance with the topographical and 
 geological features, namely, 
   1st Type : Extremely dissected "oldest fans" as isolated mounds or hills. 
 !?.nd  Type  : Partly dissected "old fans" as table-lands. 
   3rd  Type  : Perfectly formed fans as "graded fans", not  yet dissected. 
   4th  Type  : Imperfect fans which are in the course of formation as "growing 
                 fans". 
The former two types of fans may attribute to the  dil.uvial fans and the latter two, 
to the alluvial fans, and also their surfaces correspond to the toporgaphical planes 
which were classified and applied throughout Taiwan by the writer in his "Study 
on the Geomorphological Development in Taiwan,  1945, (tititVAA5e..0Tirir,) (in 
Japanese) (unpublished) and some preliminary  reports'),  namely, the surface 
of the oldest fans corresponding to LH-plane (gentle slopes which were covered 
with lateritic soils), that of the old fans to LT-plane (higher terraces which were 
covered with lateritic soils), that of the graded fans to  FT-plane (lower terraces 
not covered with lateritic  soils) and that of the growing  fans to  FP-plane, which 
without lateritic soils corresponds to the flood-plain of the present rivers. 
   According to the distribution of the fans under the Chaochou fault scaprs, 
of the extremely dissected oldest fans the above mentioned 1st type, which remain 
as isolated hills or mounds, seem to  he arranged merely along the foot area of the 
southern part of the fault scarps, from the opening of the  Tungehiang River towards 
the south. These hills rise with  variable relative heights of less than  100m from
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the plain surface and are composed of well cemented gravels but mostly  decom-
posed by lateritization. These hills, therefore, are assumed as diluvial fans due 
to their geologic features. 
    Toward the north of the opening of the Tungchiang River some table-lands 
which may attribute  to the partly dissected old fans are arranged along the foot 
of the fault  scarps the northern-most one of the  table-lands is named the 
Chingpuwei  (*ktiA) Table-land, extending from near the valley mouth of the 
Chokou River to near Chialapu  POV141) Village on the south. The surface of the 
table-land is almost smooth, but slopes gently toward the west and south, its 
maximum relative height being 100 m at the foot of the fault scarp and 30-40 m 
in the scarps of the western and southern margins eroded by a stream following 
some previous courses. Its fanglomerates are well exposed at its  marginal scarps, 
and are covered with reddish lateritic soils. The gravels of fanglomerates are less 
compactly cemented than those of the above mentioned oldest fans, and by this 
feature in addition to the topographical feature of less dissection, it may be shown 
that the period of the deposition of the fanglomerates i younger than that of the 
oldest fan. From the south of the Chingpuwei Table-land to the north of the 
opening of the Kausha River, there are some table-lands named the Chialapu dis-
sected table-land group which resembles the former in general. Moreover, a 
relatively broad table-land lies between both the openings of the Kausha and Ailiao 
Rivers, and is called the Santeimon Table-land, after Santeimon-sha, a native 
savage village of Takasago tribe near the apex of the fan. The surface of this 
table-land is smooth and it gently slopes toward the plain on the west without 
scarps. This table-land is, without doubt, the north wing of an old fan which was 
formed on the plain near the valley mouth of the Ailiao by the very stream. The 
Santeimon Table-land is lower than both the northern table-lands in relative height 
which shows only a 30 m cliff at the apex of the fan from the present river bed. 
However, in spite of its lowness, the surface of the table-land is covered with 
lateritic soil as a  residual soil produced by the lateritization of the upper  layer 
of its fanglomerates, howing one of the old fans. 
   To the south, across the Ailiao River, there is a smooth wide table-land cor-
responding to the  Santeimon Table-land. The surface of the table-land gently 
slopes to the west and  south and is covered with lateritic soil. In the eastern part 
of the table-land adjacent o the fault scarp, the upstream of the Tungchiang River 
encroached far up from the south, but its dissection has not exerted remarkably 
upon the surface. So the table-land is called from its topographical feature by 
people "Pingtingshan"  (+n  U), which means "flat-topped mount". The writer 
called it the Pingtung  Table-land. Both the table-lands,  Santeimon and 
Pingtung, were formed by the dissection the Ailiao River exerted upon an old fan 
which had been formed by the very river.
        Some  Geomorpho/ogical Considerations to the  Chaochcu 
The old fans which are
classified under the 2nd 
type of the fans in this 
paper, come to an end at 
the north of the Tung-
chiang River and can not 
be seen over the opening 
of the river to the south, 
but, instead, there are 
three alluvial fans, each 
with a regular form as a 
"graded fan"
, being ar-
ranged in a form of conflu-
ent fan along the foot of 
the Chiaochou fault scarps. 
These are admitted to 
belong to the 3rd type. 
These fans are the Ku-
warusu Fan formed by the 
Kuwarsu River, the Liki-
liki Fan by the river of the 
same name and the Subon 
Fan  by the Subon River, 
being arranged from north 
to south. The former two 
rivers are tributaries of the 
Linpien River and both 
the fans formed by these 
rivers are 7 km in radius 
and their heights are  100m 
above the sea level at their 
apexes with quite the same 
features. The Subon Fan 
is smaller than the  former 
two, lying from the  mouth 
of the same river  ne r  t 
Though these three  alluvia 
growing processes are not 
partial deposition of  fangli 
the contact zone of  both
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 he southern extremity of the Chaochou  fault scarps. 
 vial fans have a regular form as a fan  respectively , yet their 
not yet completed entirely and they still continue in the 
 anglomerates somewhere at the braided stream courses upon 
 )t   ans. Above mentioned gravel mounds which  are rem-
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nants of the oldest fans, distribute along the southern part of the foot of the 
Chaochou fault scarps, and the lower part of the respective mound appears to have 
been buried by the fanglomerates of alluvial fans of the 3 type. The gravel 
mounds mostly stand near Shihtou  (sta) to the north of the mouth of the 
Likiliki River on the north and near  Shihtouying  (Mt) and Hsinkai  (M) on 
the south. From the gravel mounds, it can be imagined that the oldest fans had 
spread only along the southern foot of the fault scarps from some valley mouths 
and then were dissected into mounds by the rivers by which they had been formed. 
On the other hand, along the southern foot of the Chaochou fault scarps, there are 
not seen any table-lands which were derived from the old fans by dissection as 
have been shown along the foot of the northern part of the fault scarps. 
    Next let the writer return to the northern part of the fault scarps, to the west 
part of the table-lands which were the old fans, the 2nd type in origin. There are 
many tributaries diverged from the river streams which dissected the table-lands 
and they show remarkable braided courses accompanying active aggradation 
and at the same time used to cause frequent vigorous inundations over the northern 
part of the Pingtung Plain attended with the  shifting of stream course. In  these 
areas where the streams are exhibited by the braided courses, the construction of 
graded fans ought to be expected in future. These areas of braided courses are 
those of the downstream of the Laonung River, Kausha River and Ailiao River 
in the northern part of the Pingtung Plain. The fans  being under construction, 
the writer has classified "growing  fans"3) under the 4th type. 
       III. Some Considerations to the Relation between the 
           Arrangement of Fans and the Movement of the 
                        Chaochou Fault 
   It has been already recognized by somegeologists and topographers that the 
formation of a fan has a close relation in many cases to a fault, and accordingly 
also recognized that there is the relation between the period of the formation of a 
fan and that of the movement of a fault. Therefore, some suggestions concerning 
the mode of the movement in faulting will be given by the discrimination of the 
period of its formation and the arrangement of it in accordnace with the fault. 
The fans under the Chaochou fault scarps could be classified into four types as 
aforenamed, the oldest fans, the old fans, the graded fans and the growing fans. 
However, these four types of fans were not formed at the same time on the eastern 
 margin of the Pingtung Plain along the foot of the Chaochou fault scarps but 
were alternately constituted along both the parts of the fault, northern and 
southern, namely, along the northern part of the fault, the old and growing fans, 
 (3 The  writer : On the  Geonforphological Cl ssification f Fans in Taiwan  (Formosa',  
( Japanese', Journal of Geography (Tokyo Geogr.  Soc.(  Vol. 60, No. 1, 1951. pp.  2- 9.
              Some  Geom9rph 
and on the contrary, along 
the southern part, the old-
est and the graded fans. 
   From this characteris-
tic arrangement of fans, 
the writer has come to 
bear in his mind a certain 
conception according to 
the mode of movement of 
the Chaochou fault as a 
pivotal fault having taken 
place successively in a form 
of recurrent fault (Fig.  2l. 
Geologically, it is not rare 
that the pivotal fault can 
be found in Taiwan, as Pro-
fessor I.  Hayasaka4^ has 
already reported an ex-
ample of it in Hsinchu 
Prefecture. However from 
the topographical side, its 
example has seldom been 
reported except in the case 
of an earthquake fault. 
And Mr.  Funakoshi's5) 
report is that  rar and 
in it he deals  wil the 
and the Taitung  Rift  Va 
former range.  According 
the distribution of  the  alluy 
sides of the rift  valley  altei 
either side where  fans re 
with broad graded  flood  ph 
On the contray,  opposite  si 
gorgeous  consequent valley 
suggested by the  rrange] 
block movements of both
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Fig. 3 Geomorphological development of he Chaochou 
                  Fault and its  vicinity according to Fig. 1
 ishi's5) 
e noticeable one that has ever been published, and 
 :h block movements in the Taitung Coastal Range 
 Zift  lle3,7 which runs in parallel with the west of the 
 :_sording to it, the block movements were determined  by 
 vial fans spreading from the valley mouths on both 
 rnately. (Fig. 3) In some parts of the rift valley, on 
 L lacking, the valley of consequent river accompanied 
 l   lains. In these parts subsidence is suggested by him. 
 D de of them at which fans are well developed by the 
t v ll y openings, suggests uplift. The movement which is 
 ment of fans,  Funakoshi has assumed to be the 
 the ranges along the rift valley. However, these
(4) 
(5)
 Hayasaka,  I  : 
1930. (Japanese) 
Funakoshi, M.  : 
Taiwan, Chikyu
 kn example of the pivotal fault, Taiwan Tigaku Kizi, 
 On the topography of the East Coast Range and 
(the Globe), Vol. XXXI, No. 6, 1934. (Japanese)
Vol. 1, No. 
its vicinity
7, 
in
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 Fig. 4 The displacement of the triangulation points 
  in Idu Peninsula and the Tanna fault
been reported by C.  Tsuboi,7' H. Honda and T. Miura," which were formed by 
instantaneous earthquake wave in Japan, as in the case of the Tanna Fault by 
the violent earthquake in the North Idu  Peninsula Nov. 26, 1930, and besides 
in the case of the North Tango Peninsula, March 7, 1927. In the latter case, only 
the southern half of the pivotal fault is exposed and the other nothern half is 
expected in the bottom of Japan Sea. Fig. 4 shows the Tanna Fault and the 
displacement of the triangulation points in  the  North  Idu  Peninsula. This 
figure was reproduced by the writer from the figures of foot notes 8 and 9. 
   Above mentioned  examp!es which related to the crustal movement resulting 
from the pivotal faults, seem to be applicable to the explanation of the 
mechanism of the Chaochou fault. 
   Finally, the writer confesses his sincere thanks to Prof.  I. Hayasaka, former 
professor of the Taihoku University for his encouragement during his work, and 
to Prof. H. Honda, a seismologist of the Tohoku University for his supply of 
some valuable seismological  data,
   block movements may  be 
  attributed, in the other point 
   of view, to the earth wave 
   in a secular movement dis-
   cussed by G.  Imamura.11
     The Taitung Rift Valley 
  is the most important tec-
  tonic valley in the eastern 
  Taiwan and the Chaochou 
  fault runs in parallel with 
  the former in the western 
   part of the southern Taiwan. 
  Consequently, both of the 
  tectonic lines may be said to 
  have been caused by the 
   same mechanism. Above all 
  the pivotal faults have 
iura," ich re rmed  
e se f e nna ult  
 sula v. , 30, d sides 
 27.  e tter se, ly 
d e ther thern lf  
ws e nna ult d e 
   rth  u ninsula. is
(6) Imamura,  G.: The earth wave, a type of crustal movements. Iwanami Koza, 
    Geography.  (Japanese). 
(7)  Tsuhoi,  C.  : Investigation on the deformation of the earth's crust in the Idu Pen-
    insula connected with the Idu Earthquake of Nov. 26, 1930. 
    Report of the Earthquake Research Institute. Part 2, 1932, pp. 441 448. 
(8) Honda, H & Miura,  T.  : On the Strain produced in a Semi-infinite Elastic Solid by 
    Statical Surface Force, with some applications to Seismology. The Geophysical 
    Magazine, Vol. IX,  No. 1, 1935. pp.  61-81. 
(9) Gerlands Beitrage zur  Geophysik, Ergebnisse  Kosmischen Physik, IV, 1939, S.  146-
   147. (Fig. 44 & 45)
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